
Chapter One

System Security

 The Security System can only be accessed by personnel who have authorization and have been given
the correct codes by Vision Data.
Security for Accounts Receivable will be based on a user ID login with individual passwords for each
user. The system manager is responsible for setting up the user id, and establishing the programs and
task levels that a particular user is allowed to access.

To set up users and/or to change users access and passwords select # 1.

After identifying the user login, the system manager will be prompted to add the user, by selecting #1.
To add the user select a user name the program will state this user not found do you wish to ass them.
Select Y then a prompt will come up for the user password. Passwords may be any 
combination of numbers and letters, and may be up to eight characters in length.  The entry of the
password is in blind mode, and the manager will be prompted to re-enter the password for verification.
User logins may also be restricted on the following.

Once the password is verified there will be a series of questions. These are to determine the user ability
to perform different tasks.
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Company – answer Y or N. If the user is to be restricted to a specific company, the system manager will
be prompted to enter the two character company code that the user will be restricted to accessing.

Sort Group – answer Y or N. If the user is to be restricted to a specific sort group, the system manager
will be prompted to enter the two character Sort Group code that the user will be restricted to accessing.

Sales Code – answer Y or N. If the user is to be restricted to accessing only accounts with a certain
salesperson code, the system manger will be prompted to enter the three character Salesperson code that
the user will be restricted to accessing.
If restrict by sales code is chosen, that person will only see 6 different screens and only those accounts
which hold their sales number.

After setting the user id, the system manager will then need to set up the actual security the user will
have for each program within the system. To do so select number 2 user Security Setup and step through
the menu selections available and identify for the system, which programs and tasks the user will be
granted access to. This is done program by program with either a Y/N for each program and then to each
task within the program. There is also the F option which gives the user full access to the system. This
should only be used for people having the ability to do any task within every program. 
The manager also has the ability to make changes to an individual users access level, to either increase
or decrease their ability to uses whole programs or parts of programs.
When a user is set up within the system when they sign in using their individual name and password they
will only be able to see and use those programs which have been assigned

( see next page for pictures)
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To see report options select # 2.
In addition to setting up users the manager will also be able to view report parameters and reprint reports
which have been run. To view report parameters select V. Then select the report desired.

To rerun a report select the R 
This feature gives you the ability to both reprint a report and to see how each report has been run. This
allows you to create consistency for report comparison.

To see active users on the system select # 3
This feature allows the manager the ability to see what users are currently on the system. It will also
show what users if any are improperly shutting down their systems. When a user does not shut down
correctly it leaves a process running which may eventually create problems with numbers of users
allowed on the system and can also create record locks. 

#4 Allows the manager to see what permissions and system access have been granted to users 

#5 Sarbanes Oxley Export- Required Governmental Report listing users who have the ability to modify revenue
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Chapter Two

Set-Up and Special Functions
Set-up and Special Functions

The programs on this menu control the base files used within the Accounts Receivable
system. 

To access the SS menu place SS in the item prompt
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Company Profile
This program stores the information describing the newspaper’s method of doing
business.

Return Address

Name- The name of the newspaper when mailgrams and 
                     statements, this is the name and address area that will be printed
                     as the return to address.

Address- Two lines of address for entering street and/or PO Box numbers

City , State, Zip Code

Telephone Number- Newspaper’s main telephone number

Finance charges-

Include ?- Does the newspaper charge service charges for past due balances. Y if service charges are
to be calculated, N if no service charges are to be calculated.
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SC on SC ?-   Service charge on service charge. Are service charges to be calculated on past due charges
only, or calculated on past due charges plus past due service charges.

Ex. In month 1 customer charges $100.00. The account remains unpaid after 30 days a service
charge of $1.50 is charged to the account. Another 30 days goes by and the account
remains unpaid. If the flag is set to Y the service charges are calculated on $101.50. If
flag is set to N then the service charge is calculated on $100.00

MinSvcChrg- Amount that will be charged if the calculated service charge is less than 
                 the dollar amount placed in this field

Monthly  %- The monthly percentage amount to be used in calculating the service
                charge. Entered using 3 decimal places. Typically 1.5% monthly which equates to 18%

yearly

On Balnces- The time period the newspaper will wait until to begin calculating the
                service charge on the unpaid amount. Default is 1

1 - at 30 days
                        2 -  at 60 days
                        3 -  at 90 days
Discounts

PromptPay%- Prompt pay percentage. If the newspaper offers a prompt payment discount to ALL
customers, enter the percentage amount here. This field will affect every customer in the
database if a percentage amount is placed in this field not just select ones.

Print@Net- When the statements are printed, should the discount be shown as a separate line item and
subtracted from the customer’s balance Y the net amount, or should the statement be sent
at the gross amount N                                                

Other

Earnd-Rat?- Earned Rates. Enter a Y if the paper has earned rates, N if not using earned rates. If
marked Y, this will cause an additional program to be invoked at the months end.        

                  
Cont Firm?- Are contracts held firm based on the start date of the contract with no change in the price

place a Y, place a N if you want the contract price to increase when a rate increase of the
contract rate occurs regardless of the start date.

X-Cntrcts?- Allow expired contracts.  If set to N the system will automatically calculate contract
advertisers at the highest contract rate after the expiration date of their contract. If set Y
the system will continue to price new transactions based on the level of the expired
contract, at the rate in effect at the time of insertion.

Net-R Usd?- This will activate an additional field on the Ad and Transaction entry
              screens which allows user to set the net rate to be used for the transaction. Y allows entry
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of the net field N prevents entry. Generally always set as Y                                  

Add-rates- Defines if the rate established will be shown combined or separately.  N, if rates from
different pubs to be calculated and shown separately Y if rates from different pubs  to be
added together and printed together. For newspapers with just 1 product, set the flag to Y.

 
Alloc-by-%-   Allocate by percentage. For newspapers with multiple publications that desire the rate file

price to be the combined price this should be a Y. When the Space Summary is generated,
the system will use the allocation amount in the Publication file to determine the amount
of money that is to be credited to each pub used in the transaction. For newspapers with a
single pub, or if the Add Rates flag is set to Y then this field is set to N

 
Dfl-Dsc-Ty-  Default Discount Type. Two options for discounting. 
     R - Rate discount. This will discount the rate used by the percentage
                        Entered. L - Lineage discount. This will reduce the price charged to a customer,
                        and reduce the amount of  credit a customer will receive toward
                        fulfillment of their contract by the same percentage amount.

Dfl-Pay-Cd-   Default Payment Code to be used in Payment file maintenance. Usually
             default is set to PAY.

Dfl-Pub- Default Publication for payment code. Default publication used during payment file
maintenance.

Bad Debt Co- This is an option which must be purchased separately. Y will allow Bad
          debt accounts to be transferred to a separate company to be managed. N indicates there is no bad

debt company.
                                 

Pub-GL-Co-   Publication General Ledger Company. Y For newspapers using combination purchases,
this allows for a common Accounts Receivable and common billing, while allowing the newspaper to
allocate the dollars from specific publications to be transferred to separate General Ledger companies. N
indicates no general ledger.

UseSalesTx  -  Use Sales Tax Y if the newspaper charges tax on products sold and the tax is to be
calculated. If sales tax is not used or already included in the price set the flag to N. 

Prem Day- Premium day the number day of the week when rate charges are higher. Use a 1 for
Sunday through 7 for Saturday.    

GL # of Dgts-  Number of digits used for General Ledger accounts. Maximum is 12 number

GL Format- Allows company to set up their exact GL format . Use X’s separated by dashes
 

The following items are displayed on the screen but do not allow access
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 Pubs- Number of pubs currently in the system
 
Highest Pub#- The highest publication number assigned in the software.
             Publication numbers are from 1 through 9999. This field is automatically
             updated as publications are entered in the publication file maintenance.

Hst Purgd Thru- History purged from system up to and including the Month/Year displayed. Rate codes
are required to be kept in the file up through this date, for historical reporting purposes.

Dly Blnce Run- Daily balancing report run. Used by Vision Data to verify that the Daily Balancing
report has been run, and will then show the physical date Month/Day and time
Hour/Minute the report was run. If this report is not run within a 7 day period, a
warning message is displayed as the user signs on.

EOM Aging Run- Refers to the End of Month aging and will be set to Y. It will display
             a date and time stamp of when it was run to the right. When the end of the month aging

has been run, the system will provide a warning message to any user attempting to enter a
payment, adjustment or transaction that the end of the month is in progress. If the user
continues, even if changes are not made to any data the flag will automatically reset to a
N, and the user will then be required to re-run the month end aging. This flag will also be
reset during a history update program in the month end process.

Out of Balnce- The daily balancing report will set this flag if it determines 
              accounts are not in balance.
Last Trx Post- Last transaction post. Indicates the publication date that was last updated using the Post

Ads to Transaction File program. The physical date/time are displayed at right
Last Close- Last accounting period closed. The close date, accounting period number, the physical

date and time of the closing are displayed to the right.
Next Close- Identifies the next scheduled close date and the accounting period to be closed.

Publication File Maintenance
This program will identify the different products/publications that are to be reported
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individually. Publications are numbered 1 - 9999.

 By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the pubs which are currently in
the system. This enables a quick check of the publications without having to print the entire pub file.
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Name- 30 characters to enter the name of this publication.

Mnemonic- 3 character alphanumeric representation of the product during reporting and screen
displays. This code is also what shows up on the Statements and all reports.
          
Driver-Seq- Driver sequence identifies the publications of the newspaper by order of importance. This
allows publications added after initial set-up to be placed in higher sorted order without the need for the
user to move codes.

Layout-Pub- Allows the newspaper, if necessary to define the same product on a layout system with a
different publication number. As default, this field should have publication number
entered.

Layout-Seq- Layout sequence identifies the order the publications should be listed in during layout
interface.

Front-End Pub- Allows a front end system to identify publications using a different code than assigned
within the Accounts Receivable.

Allocation-Amt- The weighted factor amount used when allocating revenue by percentages. Rates may
be set as add rates together or as allocate by percentage. A weighted factor amount must
be inserted here. To allow each pub to get only its own revenue back place 100 here.
However if certain pubs get more of the revenue for a multiple paper buy then use the
appropriate factor desired for the breakdown.
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Terr Code- Identifies sales clusters within one company

Group Code- Identifies publications working together for combination selling.

GL Comp #- This identifies the General Ledger company assigned to this publication.

Daily Circ- Memo field containing the last Daily circulation amount. This is an informational field
only.

Sunday Circ.- Memo field containing the last Sunday circulation amount.

Publication Days

Sunday through Saturday
The fields contained within this section define the valid publication days of the week to be

associated with this product. An entry of 0 indicates the product does not run, while a
1indicates a valid publication day.

Last Post Date- This field is informational only, and will show the last date used during the Post Ads to
Transaction program.

Ways in which a publication listing report can be run
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Rate File Maintenance
This program is used for entering the information contained on the rate card into the
system. Rates must be set up in the system for the various items to be billed. The rate
code is up to 3-characters in length, and may be letters or numbers. The publication must
be a valid publication set in the publication file.

 By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the rates which are currently in
the system. This enables a quick check of the rates without having to print the entire rate file

RCD- Rate code
PUB-Pub rate code is assigned to
T-Type What type of rate it is I-inch L-line T-preprint A-adjustment P-payment D-discount F-flat
Cat- Category-what space summary category it goes to
Ed-Edition if an edition is assigned to this rate
Contracts- what contracts the rate code is affiliated with
Table- if there is a table rate associated with the rate
TAX- if the rate is taxable
AGC- Agency-if an agency discount is allowed with the rate
CMS- Commissionable- is this rate commissionable to the salespeople
DCS-Discount- if there is a set discount associated with the rate
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CLS- Classification- what type of add is this R-Retail or C- Classifies
ADD- add rates together yes or no

 Rate 1

Start Date- Date on which the rate card will go into effect entered in to the Rate 1 column.

Daily Rate-$- Rate to be charged for the type of advertising being entered. Do not enter decimal points,
and the field has room for 3 decimal places.

Prem Rate-$- Premium rate, if a particular day of the week has been designated to have a different rate
charged, enter this amount here. The premium day of the week is set in the Company
Profile program. Do not enter decimal points, has room for 3 decimal places. Holidays as
also charges with this premium rate if in the company profile to charge holidays as
 P-premium

Rate 2
Same as rate 1

When first starting on the system, rates will be entered into the Rate 1 set of prices. As the rates are
raised, the next set of rates will be entered into the Rate 2 set of prices. When the third rate increase
occurs, replace the oldest set of rates with the new information.

Other Rate Information
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Descriptn– Default description that will be displayed in ad, transaction, or payment file maintenance.
Description field 30 characters long. This is also printed on the statement. May be
changes during ad entry.

Active? Y/N- Identifies if the rate is being used actively. Y means this rate is available for use. When
rates have been discontinued, place a N in this field. Rate codes that are discontinued
SHOULD NOT be deleted from the system until the associated history has been purged,
make them inactive so they can’t be used but are still there for reporting.

Rate Type – Identifies how this rate code is used. 
Valid responses–

                         Credits :
                             P – Payment code
                             A – Credit Adjustment
                              D – Discount
                         Charges :
                              I  -  Inch
                              L – Lines
                              F – Flat rated
                              T – Preprints/Inserts

Revenue/Adj- Is this a revenue type of rate R or an adjustment type rate A. R types are included in
historical reporting whereas A types are not

Li-per-In– For this rate code, how many lines per inch. This will be used for converting lines to
inches for providing totals.

Columns Siz– Number of columns in the paper in the area this rate code refers to. Used during the space
summary report for conversion.

Space Catgry –For the space summary report, which category will the information from this rate code be
sent to. Must be filed in. each unique number created and associated with the space
summary file will result in its own space summary category with the associated revenue.

Disc Type –    Discount type. The software supports two types of discounts. Valid responses– 
P – Prompt pay discount  or A – actual discount

Disc % - The amount of the discount to be used for this rate code. If no discount leave with the 0’s

Dfl Edition– Edition that this rate code should default to during ad insertion entry. If an edition code is
chosen this rate code will only work when the ad has the corresponding edition on it.

Group–  Allow for selectively setting rate codes to work within publication groups.
              Default setting for this field is @ (All). Works with the field in the publication file.

Combo-Sellng– Identifies for the system if this rate code may be used in multiple paper purchases Y, or
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N if it is only for a specific publication. 
                                     
Dfl All Pub– Default all publications. Set to Y if this is a forced buy for all publications that this rate

code is set for. Also set to Y if the rate will be the same in all publications or N if will not
be.

Dfl Zone– Default to a publication zone that this rate refers to.

Rate Class– Used in ad insertion reporting to provide management a flash report of projected sales.
Valid responses –
R – Retail

                        C– Classified
L – Legal
                        P – Preprint
                        O – Other

Convert-To- Used as a key on statements

Contracts– Allows for up to four valid contract codes that this rate could update.

Taxable–  Identifies if this rate code is a taxable item. Y if it is taxable N if not.
                                  
Commiss Y/N- Is this rate to be included in the salesperson commission report. Y if it is

commissionable or N if it is not. It is important to make sure things like payments are
marked as no or the salespeople would get credit for it.

                               
Agency Disc– Is this rate to allow the agency discount to be applied. Y if discount to be applied N if not.
                                
Add-Rates– When determining the cost to be charged for an insertion order, should the software add

together the rates associated with the publications selected to run if yes then Y.If the cost
of the ad is to be allocated to the publications then use a N. 

                                   
Alloc-by-%- When determining the amount of revenue to be credited to the publications used in a

multiple paper buy, should the allocation amount from the publication file be used in a
calculation. Valid responses- Y or N

                                  
Alt-Alloc-%- If the allocation method is to be used, but a different allocation is desired, enter the

desired weighted factor amount this product is to receive.

Table-Rate?– Identifies if there are multiple prices associated with this rate code. Y if there are multiple
N if there are not. A D inserted here indicates the table represents a dollar 
amount rather than size.

Each rate code may have up to 99 associated tables, with 15 levels per table.

Insrt-Ad/Cnt– Is this ad to be priced by the insertion, must the customer have a contract. Valid
responses– A- Ad or C-Contract
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Size-Ad/Cnt– Is the price to be determined by the size of the ad, or by contract commitment. Valid
responses– A – Ad  ( modular size ads, preprint)    C – Contract

When-Ad/Mend–When should the price of the ad be calculated. Valid responses– 
                        A – as the ad is placed 
                        M – during the month end process ( earned rates only)

Earned-Numbr–This identifies if earned rates are to be separate or to be added together with other earned
rates. To have each earn rate separate then this number has to be unique on each rate. If
the number is used more than once these duplicated numbered rates will be added
together The system allows for up to 99 different groups to be identified.

Ern-Upd Prc?- While calculating the earned rate, should the system update the transaction with the
recalculated amount.– Y or N.

Each rate level is able to accept  6 digit numbers (100, 000) with 2 decimal places to the right.

Rate Valid on: This field will allow the use of a different rate for every day of the week, while still using
the same rate code.  To set up a different pricing place a N for no do not use this set of parameters for
this day of the week under the corresponding day of the week. To keep similar prices for the days place a
Y under the days.
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The rest of the table set up is unchanged, except if you have chose to use the multiple pricing then each
different price will be required to have its own table with the correct days and price. ie: all the days are
marked with a Y except for Tues which is marked with a N. One table is set up for the 6 (Y) days of the
week with the correct sizes and prices. Then on a separate table the Tues would be marked as Y and the
other 6 days as a N, and the correct size and pricing is placed in the table for the Tues.
The following items are used when setting codes that could have different values. Examples would be:
contracts, earned rates, inserts/preprints, modular size ads.

INS/CLS–  Number of insertions or contract level. The first entry of the table must start at 0. 
Example. Using the rate card provided, please locate the contract information. The rate card provides the
customer the choice of an annual, 3 month or 6 month contract. Columns 1 and 2 are the minimum and
maximum values for the selected level. The entry for the annual contracts would be 0 and 1, while the 3
month contract would be 3 and 3, and the 6 month contract 6 and 6. For inch tables or tables with no
frequency the values should be 0 -99

AD-SIZE/COMMIT– Identifies if the price should be determined by the Ad Size (modular ads,
preprints), or if the contract commitment level is to be used.

#ADD PAPR–Number of additional papers that must be purchased to qualify for this price.
Based on the start dates entered on the rate screen, the rates are entered into the appropriate columns.

Rate 2

For a new rate increase make sure if rate 2 is used on screen 1 that rate 2 pricing is also filled in on
screen 2 (rate table) If not change or left blank the system will base pricing on the new rate 2 date with
either incorrect or zero pricing
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Space Summary File Maintenance
The space summary report is a management tool which reports transactions based on categories designed
by the newspaper. Categories are defined in the rates and are reported by each publication. They are
separated into two types - charges and credits. Each type allows for 9999 categories.

When the report is generated, a page is printed for each publication, and a final grand totals page
combining all publications. It is suggested that a complete space summary be constructed for Publication
1, including all possible categories, even if for products not sold within publication 1. This will keep the
grand totals page from adding display and classified together and providing a single total. 

By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the space summaries which are
currently in the system. This enables a quick check of the space summary categories without having to
print the entire file

Select 1 for charges and 2 for credit categories.
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Description – The description that will appear as the title for this category on the report.

G/L #- This is the revenue account within the General Ledger allows up to 12 numbers and is
based on the format selected in the company profile

A/R GL #- This is the liability account number.

Inches– The number of inches totaled for this category.

Dollars– The dollars associated with this category.

# of Trx– The number of transactions reported for this category. 

# of Adv– The number of different advertisers that used rates reporting to this category.

The last four fields are work fields for the report. Totals for transactions that are not billed through the
system may be entered here. However, the report will clear the fields before the next run of the report, so
different totals will appear. It is suggested that all transactions that are to be included in the system
should be added into a house account, so that the information is always available. 
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Salesperson File Maintenance
This program will store the valid salesperson codes available in the system.

By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the salespeople which are
currently in the system. This enables a quick check of the salespeople without having to print the entire
file.
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Sales Code-  Key field to this file. Sales code may be up to 5 characters in length.

Name– Salesperson name as it should appear on reports.

FE-Salesmn– Sales code for this salesperson on a Front End (Classified) system. If a front-end system
is not being used, or the front-end and accounts receivable systems are not interfaced, use
the same sales code in this field. A value must be inserted here.

Territory- Sales territory used by that salesperson if any.

Telephone- Input salesperson’s telephone number

Fax Number- Input salesperson’s fax number

Budget Information
Budget information is shown by a desired year. These fields allow the sales manager to
set goals for salespeople, in both dollars and inches. Actual figures for sales are
automatically updated on the right column on an ongoing basis. This information is used
in the history category and history sales analysis programs, where actual sales information
is compared to the budgets.
This information is date based by the year.
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Co-op File Maintenance
    This program will store the names of co-op advertiser’s used by a customer. Co-op codes do not

need to be set up prior to use in insertion order entry. Co-op codes are defined by account,
which allows for the same code to represent different companies for different accounts. 

By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the co-ops which are currently
in the system. This enables a quick check without having to print the entire file
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Acct No.– The customer account number this co-op code will be affiliated with.

CO-OP Code– A 4-character code to represent the co-op name.

CO-OP Name–The name of the co-op company. This field is 20 characters long. This name will appear
on the co-op statements

Co-ops may also be done at the time of ad insertion
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Calendar Periods
Program sets up calendar periods for close dates. This may be done as a calendar year 12 months,

a 13 period or 4-4-5-periods. Calendar years should be set up in advance.  Holidays are
entered into system to be billed as Regular or Premium rates (this feature is defined in the
company profile)

In space # 1 type in CAL Hit enter then the Tab key 2 times the correct monthly dates will be filled in
automatically. If using periods other than calendar ie: 4-4-5  then the close dates must be entered
manually. 

Holidays must also be entered manually. If holidays are be charged at the Premium rate this is how the
systems determines which holidays to charge at what price.
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Agency Table
Program allows the set-up of agency codes. This allows a code to be inserted into the
master file if that advertiser uses an agency..

Enter Agency Code- Enter a 2-character alphanumeric code to represent the agency.

Agency Name- Up to 25 character spaces to input agency name. 
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Sort by Groups Table
Program is set up to form sort groups by user defined codes. This would be a broad based
grouping format, or one specifically set up by user to define a separate geographical publication
under one system.

By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the sort groups which are
currently in the system. This enables a quick check without having to print the entire file.
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Enter Group Code- Enter a 2-character alphanumeric code to represent group.

Group Name- Up to 25 character spaces to input group name
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Business Type Table
Program sets up and sorts advertisers by user defined codes. This code is used in numerous
reports for a sorting parameter. May to used to view trends of industries

By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the business types which are
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currently in the system. This enables a quick check without having to print the entire file

Business Type Code- Input up to a 6-character code to identify the business type i.e. Auto or Hair

Business Type-Input up to 25 characters to define the type of business to be represented by the
Code. ie Automotive Dealers or Hair Salons.
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Sales Territory
Used to define sales clusters within a company

By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the sales territories which are
currently in the system. This enables a quick check without having to print the entire file.
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Sales Territory Code- 4 character code used in Master File, Sales file and reporting

Terr Name- Defined name of the territory
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Geographic Area Table
Programs allows the user to set up user defined geographic codes This code is used for sorting

parameters in numerous reports. May be used to target specific areas for advertising or to
view trends by location or to assign to Sales Reps.

By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the geographic codes which are
currently in the system. This enables a quick check without having to print the entire file.
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Geo Area Code- Geographical area code. Insert up to 5 character alphanumeric user defined code.

Geo Name- Geographical name. Insert alphanumeric name/definition to define code.
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Modular Size Table
Program allows the set up of common ad sizes to be placed into a modular code defined by the

user. This code is then used in Ad Entry to automatically insert the correct size and total
size of the modular code. For example, may use Full to represent a full page with the
applicable measurement.

By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the modular sizes which are
currently in the system. This enables a quick check without having to print the entire file.
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Modular Size Code- Insert up to a 7-character code to identify this ad size. i.e. Full, Church 

Width- Column width of the ad. There is 1 decimal place to the right (1 zero)

Height- Height of the ad. There are 3 decimal places to the right (3 zeros)

Size- The program calculates the total size of the ad based on the height and width.

Description- Description of the modular code. May insert up to 19 alphanumeric characters.
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Editions  
Method to either separate or group ads by characteristics within a publication

By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the edition codes which are
currently in the system. This enables a quick check without having to print the entire file.
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Edition Code- 5 character code used to define the edition

Edition Name- Actual name of the edition
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Classified Descriptions
Used to define the in column classifieds 

By placing a question mark at the task it will pull up a screen view of all the classified codes which are
currently in the system. This enables a quick check without having to print the entire file.
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Class Code- 5 character classification code used in publication

Class Desc- Actual name of the classification
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Special Functions
Program area to enter or change very specific information

Batch Update Sales People - Gives ability for user to change a salesperson’s code at one time rather
than individually in the Master File, Contract File, Ad File and Transaction Files.

Change SalesRep Code- Insert current sales rep code

To SalesRep Code- Insert code you wish it to be changed to.
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Starting Account- Insert first account number you want to have changes made to.

Ending Account- Insert the last account you wish to have changes made to.

Update Existing Contracts- Y if you want them to be updated N if you don’t

Update Existing Ads- Y if you want them to be updated N if you do not.

Update Existing Transactions- Y if you want the transactions to be updated N if you do not.
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Batch Geographic Area Changes
Program allows you to change geographical code once rather than in each customer account.

Change Geographic Area Code- Insert code you wish to change

To Geographic Area Code- Insert the code you wish to change it to.

Starting Account- Account number you want to start with

Ending Account- Account number you want to end the change with
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Batch Sales Tax Changes- 
Program allows user change the sales tax charges to a grouping of accounts by specified

parameters.

Replace Sales Tax of- Amount of the sales tax you wish to replace

With- The amount of the sales tax you wish to replace it with.

For Accounts with State Code- Ability to insert a 2 letter state code or choose all.

And With Zip Code- Allows further breakdown by the specific zip code you wish to change or select all.

In Geographical Area- Choice of specific geographical areas to have the rate changed in.

Starting Account- Account number you want to start with.

Ending Account – Account number you want to end with .
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Automatic Contract Renewal
This program will automatically update the expired contracts. It advances the start and expiration

dates of the contracts, based on the information in the contract file. Program will either
clear the contract to date or move the month to date into the contract to date file.

Renew Contracts expiring Between- Choose first date you wish to go back to

And- Choose the last date you wish to end with

With Interval Term of- A-Annual, M-Monthly, W-Weekly, D-Daily

Replace Renewed Contract to Date Figures With 0 (zero) or With the Current Month Contract 
Figures- Choice of Z-Zero or M-Monthly
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Weekly Earned Calculation  
Program which may be run on a weekly basis to calculate the current earned rates. This allows a
projected look at the amount of money which may be recalculate to lower totals at months end

Export Files
This program will allow the user to output Vision Data’s data files into text format. The data files

may then be moved to another system for uses in spreadsheets or other software.
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History Purge
Program enables user to purge history. This should only be done if space is required to
run program. A minimum of 24 months needs to be kept for historical reports to be run.
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Year End Update
Program area to do year-end closing. This will set totals into the new month and the new
year and will send files into history, much the same as the month end close. Make sure
you have run any of your year-end reports prior to actually closing out the year.
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Chapter Three

Accounts Receivable

Accounts Receivable Menu
From this menu, the majority of the daily functions will be run. 
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Customer Accounts
This program will set-up and identify the different customers with personalized data for
use in all areas including ad entry and payment information. Used for all reports. Fields
with a lowercase w next to the number indicate window items.

Name, Address 1, Address 2, City, State, Postal Cd

Key Code- Shows the first 8 characters of the customer’s name. May be overwritten if desired.

Telephone and Fax Numbers

Sort Group-     4 character code used to identify accounts to be grouped together. This grouping is broad
based. For example a sort group code may be set up for company names if there is more than 1 company
in the organization. This will allow accounts with that particular code to be shown in a report instead of
all accounts. F8 key to view list.

Bus/NAIC-   Business Type, optional 6 character code identifying the customer’s type of business.
Codes maintained in the Business Type File in the SS Menu. F8 key to view list. This field may also be
used for the NAIC industry standard codes. This field is used in reporting, mailings and for trending.

Geo. Area- Geographical Area, optional 4-character alpha/numeric code used to identify different
geographical areas. Option used for sorting for a variety of reports. May be used to track geographical
trending. F8 key to view list
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Sales Rep.-      Sales Rep. code used to identify which accounts which rep sold. This is an optional 5-
place alpha/numeric field. Listing exists in Sales Rep. File in the SS Menu. F8 key to
view list.

Imm Bill Code used to identify which billing cycle this account belongs to. This is an open choice
1 character field. Each company can select their own immediate billing codes. 

Serv Chg.? Service Charge place an Y or N if service charge will be billed. Does not automatically
default from the Company Profile. Although if this field is left blank in the master what is
inserted in this company profile will apply. If a Y or N is placed here in the master then
regardless of what is in the company profile it will apply to this particular account.

Alt Acct# Optional field to insert a second account number for the customer, as the primary contract
account. This allows the primary account to receive credit from this account toward their
contract commitment. Both accounts are reported separately and will be billed separately
if desired.

Comment- Optional field to insert miscellaneous information. Only appears on the ad entry screen. 

TS- Code- Tear Sheet Code This code is used when running tear sheets/labels and at ME bills with
tearsheets separate from other bills. The TS Code is chosen by the users. Only code
recognized by the system is M for Monthly. IE D can be used for Daily- E for Everytime
customer runs and ad

Nbr of TS- Number of tearsheets required by the customer

E-Mail- Allows entry for company email address
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Contract Information- Displays any contract information, rate code and price, and if they have a contract
commitment.

Contact Information- Allows entry 2 contact persons 1 for A/R and a second for Sales. Both include
email address, telephone, extension, fax numbers and email. 

Insert the name address  email ect desired for this account
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Bill to Information-Allows insertion of multiple separate bill to addresses, different from that of the
advertiser. 

Insert name and address of where statement should be sent to
Stmt Both-             Refers to the ability to send a statement to both the advertiser address  and the bill to

address

Agency Information- 
Agncy-Code-   Code set up in the SS menu or here at this time to define an agency affilitated with this

customer.
Agncy-Dsc  Percentage of discount agency will receive
Agncy-Pdsc-  Agency prompt pay discount

 Allows insertion of an agency code if one is handling account. Indicates their agency
discount and if they are eligible for a prompt pay discount. Field also used in the sorting
of reports. If a percentage amount is placed in this field that amount will be automatically
deducted from the price of the ad the customer will be billed at the NET amount. 
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Balance Information-This window is password protected. May be viewed  by calling up the 
Credit Status/Limit Info. Window. When an account is being added for the first time
access is allowed to enter any balances the might already have.

Credit Card Information- Password protected field. Holds the credit card information to be used for this
account. Will show up in the payment entry screen. Can be used through system rather
than keeping a separate credit card filing system. The billing of the card is not done
through or by the system.

Card-Type- 2 character code to define type of charge card
Card-Number- Actual number on the credit card
Card-Expir- Date card expired
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     Mtd-Sales- Month to date sales totals in dollars

      Ytd-Sales- Year to date sales in dollars

         Mtdin- Month to date inches

        Ytdin- Year to date inches

     Mtd-Pay- Month to date payments made to the account in dollar
 
   
     Mtd-Adj- Month to date adjustments made to the account in dollars

     Mtd-Dsc-    Month to date discount given to the account in dollars

     Mtd-Tax-    Month to date taxes charged to the account

     Next-Pay- Payments made after end of the month aging has been run. Payments will be credited to
the account after the month is closed.
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Credit Status/Limit Info-Displays credit information for this account. The second box gives all the
current balance information for the account which can be viewed only.

Start Date- Date when the account was opened or when the credit status went into effect

Crd-Collct- Identifies a credit collector code for that account. This is an open choice 2- character field
which each company chooses. Aging report can be sorted by this 2-character code.

Crd-Type- Type of credit extended to the account. Valid Codes are:  0-cannot exceed credit limit,  1-
cannot exceed 120 days, 2- cannot exceed 90 days, 3-cannot exceed 60 days, 4- cannot
exceed 30 days, 6-must pre-pay, 7-must pre-pay previous bad debt. This field along with
the Credit Limit field are accessed by the Over Limit Credit Report.

Crd-Status- BD or BI indicating bad debt placed here. If either code is placed here it prevents any ad
entry for the account. May also insert 0-1-2-3-4-6-or 7 as explained above to indicate
what the account credit status is currently. BI refers to bad debt still in house BD refers to
bad debt sent to collection. If a B is I is placed here will remain an unusable account until
the flag is removed manually. Does not come off once a payment is applied to the account

Auto-BadDb-Y or N flag indicating if at the end of the period this account is in violation of its credit
terms then the credit status is automatically changed to a BD to indicate bad debt. Care
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must be used if this is marked as yes, as at the end of the month the account is
automatically changed to BD status. So be aware of the credit time and dollar amounts
which are set up for this account.

Active Y/N- Is this an active account yes or no

Miscellaneous Information

     Crd-Limit- Amount of actual credit available to the account a value of Zero allows unlimited credit.
This field along with the Credit Type field are accessed by the Over Limit Credit Report.

     High-Amt- Highest amount of credit ever extended to the account for a single month period.
No necessarily the highest dollar amount the account has ever owed the company.

     High-Date- Date when this highest credit amount was reached

     Add Stmts- Additional statements to be sent from 0-99

    SlsTax Pct- Percent of sales tax that will be added to this customers transactions

     Last Trx- Date of last transaction made by the account

     Last Pay- Date of last payment made by the account
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Customer Contracts-
The Customer Contracts program controls features based on 

individual parameters for each customer with a contract.

When you enter into the contract program and select add change or inquire. This brings you to the
contract screen enter the customer’s account number then if you’re unsure what contracts the customer
has at the Contact Code field insert a ? Then hit enter if this customer has an contracts on file they will
be displayed on the screen. 
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Contract Information
Top right corner Contract Code- Insert contract code to be used to set up this customers contracted
(comes from rate code)

Rate Code- Rate code to be used in conjunction with the contract

Publicatn- Publication the rate code and is affiliated with

Spec-Rate?- If this contract is to have a special rate and a new rate code/level is not desired, the rate
may be overridden by entering a Y. This feature works for customers that are using the same contract
requirements as other customers, but for  some reason are charged a different price. IE. Sears and 20
other customers all use the COP rate and CP contract, but Sears is only being charged $5.50 an inch
whereas all the other customers are being charged $8.50 an inch. Allows a special rate for Sears without
having to create a separate rate code.

Classified?- Y or N if this is a classified contract

SalesRep- Salesperson code responsible for this contract. During entry this will default from the
Master file, and may be overridden.

Intvl Type- What period contract is signed for A-annual, M-monthly, W-weeks, D-days

NumOf Invl- How many intervals are contained in a contract.  Used to calculate expiration date. Ex. (1 for annual, 12 for
12 months, 13 for 13 weeks) 
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Units- Type of units the contract is measured I-inches, L-lines, D-dollars,    
 F-frequency, P-preprints

Commitment- Quantity of units customer agrees to complete

Cont-Level- Input the rate level number from the rate table. This allows the contract and the rate files
to access the correct rate from rate table and by factoring in the commitment of the
contract 

Orig Date- Date the original contract was signed. 

Start Date- Date current contract period began on.

Exptn Date- Date current contract period expires.

Discount %- Allows an additional percentage discount to be applied to charges on this contract, which
is not dependent on the commitment status.

LINEAGE  DOLLARS AD CNT
Shows amount of lineage used, dollars spent and number of ads for the last 12 calendar months. Also
shows-

PrvYTD- Previous years to date totals for all 3 columns
CurMTD- Current month to date totals for all 3 columns
CurYTD- Current year to date totals for all 3 columns
CntrTD- Contract totals used to date

Special contract set up
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See #3  when Y is placed here you will then be prompted to place the new price the contract will charge
this customer during ad entry

Receive Ads From Front End
Program to receive ads from classified Advertisers system which has been interfaced to.
This program is an additional module for this package, and is customized to the
individual classified system. For those sites using Vision Data’s classified system this
program is included with the system. This program will allow a single statement to be
sent to an advertiser including classified and display billing.
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The below screen is for Baseview interfaces to classified system. 
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Ad/Insertion Orders
Program to input ads to be run in publications. Can be input for present or future publication

dates. 
Contract Information

Lists the contract code, the contract commitment, the rate code, the publication default and the
actual rate price, when screen first entered. Will display up to first 4 contracts advertiser
has in file.

Rate Cd- 3-letter code referenced from rate file to give billable dollar amount for ad
If advertiser has a contract, contract rate code will automatically be inserted, may be overwritten

with another code if necessary.

# OfPubs- Number of publications this ad will be running in. Always place a 0 here. Then hit return
this will bring you to a screen where you place an R next to which publications the ad is
to run in. (see picture on next page)
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Sell Pub- The default publication or the pub with the highest driver sequence will show up
automatically when the ad is running in that pub and any others. Only 1 publication code
will appear although the ad may be running in several pubs at the same time.

Zone- Used to determine a specific distribution zone. 

Edt- Edition ad is to be run in. Used for papers with more than 1 edition, or those papers that desire
separate manifests for parts of the paper at various times.

Salespr- Salesperson code. This will default from the Contract file first. If no contract it defaults
from  the Master File. Can be overwritten if necessary.
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     TF INFORMATION 
Across the top are the days of the week Sunday thru Saturday

     TF Ad?- If this ad is to run in a set, repeating weekly pattern enter Y. If this ad is to be run in a set,
repeating biweekly pattern enter B.

     TF Days- May be 1 day or multiple. All TF ads must start on the day that the ad is inserted for.
Enter a 0 for days the ad does not run, and a 1 for days it will run, or a 2 for Rate Holder.
Rate holder ads are ads given by a client and are expected to be run in no other ads are
provided to the newspaper. If the client submits another ad for the run date, rate holder
ads are not on the manifest or billing.

     TF Disc %- May insert a discount percentage here for the TF ad if applicable, the discount can be up
to and including 100% which would make the ad free to the customer

     TF En-Date-Date the TF ad is to end on. May be a specific date in the future that the advertiser
wishes the ad to run, to or can be inserted as 99/99/9999, which will make it a non-ending
ad.

BI En-Date-Date a biweekly ad is to end on. Place the date of the end of the 1st week of publication
in the TF End Date and then place the actual date the add is to stop on in the Bi-Weekly
End Date. So if an ad is to run every other Friday and it starts on 1/1/02 then the first date
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TF End Date would be 1/7/02 and then the Bi-Weekly End Date would be the date the ad
is to stop on totally.

SMTWTFS- This heading will show run schedule without the user having to call up the ad.

Source- Alpha/numeric field allows insertion of up to 12 letters/numbers to allow tracking of the
ad in various departments. Also serves as means to locate the ad if using layout products.

Bl Desc- Defaults from the rate file. This is the description that will appear on the bill. May be
overwritten.

Ad Desc- Defaults from rate file. This description prints out on the layout reports. May be
overwritten.

# Days- Number of days the ad is to run for billing. Usually entered as 1, even on TF ads.

Net Rate- Net rate of the ad. This area is used to override the ad price, on a per line/inch basis. If
price is overridden, the ad will be calculated by size using this price rather than that of the
rate code price.

ModSize- Program will automatically insert the correct height and width of the ad per this code. For
additional information on the use of this field, please reference the Modular Size Table
section.

Width- Insert column width of the ad. Allows for half column, so will display using 1 decimal
place.

Height- Insert height of the ad 2 decimal places to the right.

Size- Calculates the total size of the ad using the height, the width and the number of days.

PrePrnts- When rate code is for preprints allows insertion of the actual number of preprints to be
inserted. It calculates the cost based on the rate per thousand.

EqvInches- Used for preprints. Input the equivalent inches to credit a contract with inch
commitments.

Price- Price of the ad calculated by size or number of preprints.

Premium- Price for a premium day if different.

Dsc Typ- Insert an “R” if you wish to discount the price of the ad, but the advertiser will continue
to receive full lineage credit. Place an “L” if you wish to discount the lineage. This will
discount the price of the ad, but will also give a discounted lineage credit toward a
contract commitment.

Dcs%- Insert percentage to be discounted from this ad. Allows for 3 decimal places.
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Contrct- Contract code will default from contract if applicable. Determines which contract will be
credited. May be overwritten to change the contract code, or to allow contract rate to be
used, but no contract update.

BL/LO- A flag to determine if the ad will be 1-billed only, not on manifest 2-dummied only, on
manifest, not sent to billing best option is  0-both, which always send it to billing and
layout

Co_Op?- N or E if this is a co-op account. If E is selected and the account has been associated with
a co-op in the co-op file the co-op name and allocations will come up automatically. If
this is a new co-op for the account the co-op code can be added here along with the
desired allocation in Inches, Dollars or Percentages.

Comment
 
Layout Information

    
 Class #- In column Classification category number. System will allow an ad manifest to be sorted

by this number. User defined number set up in the SS menu

     Type #- Used to separate ads by content, i.e. 1=tires, 2=funerals. Useful for those sites using
layout products. User defined number

     Section #- Valid paper sections are 1-99. Identifies the section of the paper requested by an
advertiser. User defines number

     Group #- Ad group used to identify groups (department) that may be used i.e. 1=food. User defined
number

     Page Req- Identifies page the advertiser wants to run in within the paper/section/group. This field
filled in automatically by the system.

     Req type- 0-No page request, 1-Page requested within the paper, 2- within a section  3- within a
group.

     Right/Left- 0=either right or left side of the page. 1=right, 2=left
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     Series #- Identifies relative position of an ad within a group of ads running within a single
publication date, or an advertising campaign.

     Series Nme-Identifies name of the series for this group of ads.

     Guaranteed- Y or N if the ad is guaranteed to run in a particular location

     Camera Rdy-Y or N if this is a camera ready ad.

     Dbl Truck- Y or N if this is a double truck ( ad that uses the gutter between 2 pages).

     Sect Break-Y or N if this ad goes on a section break (first or last page of a section).

     Excl Group-Y or N if this ad is to be excluded from a particular group of advertisers.

     Reverse- Y or N if this to be a reverse printed ad.

     Alt Group- alternate group number if ad can not be placed in the original requested group.

     Misc. Instr-Area to insert miscellaneous information/instruction that will print on the admanifest or
run sheet.
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Colors
     1-4 Number of colors to be used, 4 indicates process color.

Able to insert 3 separate color names or codes.

Tear Sheets
     Advrt- Insert number of tear sheets to be sent to advertiser
     Bkkpg- Insert number of tear sheets to be sent to bookkeeping
     Sales- Insert number of tear sheets to be sent to sales
   This information will default from the master file, but can also be done as the ad is inserted.

Coupon Information

     Coupon- Y or N if this is a coupon ad
     Horiz- Position of the upper left hand corner of the coupon with in the actual ad
     Vertic- Position of coupon within the ad
     Width- Width of the actual coupon not the entire ad
     Height- Height of the actual coupon

Flat Charges- Area for up to 5 additional flat charges for this ad. Use for items to be additionally
charged to the ad. For example box charge, guaranteed placement charge. No longer need
to key in a separate ad entry for flat charges or any of the other above listed charges. Now
these additional charges are added into the original ad amount.

     Code - Rate Code for additional item being charged to the ad. Must be coded as a F for flat rate
in the rate code.

     Amount- Rate appears automatically according to selected rate code. This rate can be overwritten
     Desc- Description of the flat charge

Legal? Place an N for no in this area. Selection not yet active.
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There are several special functions within ad entry

Custom Screen

The first allows for the customization of the ad entry screen. This customization of the screen also sets
up the item headers for display in the ad entry display. At the date field enter @ SKIP and press return.

The field headers will display. Enter return if you wish to have the field on the screen, or N to leave the
field off the ad entry screen. This formatting of the ad entry screen is done once, and the same format
applies to all terminal performing ad entry
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Duplicating Ads
There are two methods for duplicating ads within the system. If multiple date runs, non TF, are to
be entered an ad may be duplicate by entering a D after the OK? Prompt. The program will
display the duplicated ad.  Duplicate is used for the same ad, same advertiser with a new date.

Copying Ads
 To copy a particular ad to another account, as in signature or block ads, enter the new account
number and start date. In the field number 1 hold down the control key and press the letter A.
The last ad entered will be copied to this advertiser. The ad is exactly the same with exception to
the sales person with defaults to the new customer based on the master file. Copy is used for the
same ad, same day different advertiser.

Viewing Ads for the Account
In the Inquire or Change mode enter the account number, and in the field called month enter an I.
The system will display up to 6 ads entered for this account. The user may select by line number
the ad they wish to change, view or select E to exit.

Shortcut Keys

F F-        This will take you to the first ad or transaction in transaction or account status files
L-         This will take you to the last ad or transaction in transaction or account status files
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Post Ads to Visions Pagination
Program will interface with Vision Data’s Pagination Program for Classified Ads. This program
will output a data file to be included into the classified system.
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Post Ads to Layout
Program to create data file to interface with 3rd party products for electronic layout.

Above is the Baseview Layout screen. Although all the layout post programs work in the same manner.
Each layout product used will create a different file name. All however will give you an error message
like above if no ads were found or the file wasn’t created.
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Post Ads to Transactions
Program moves ads from the ad file to the billable transaction file. This enables billing of
transactions to occur. Note: Make sure you’re always posting for the current date you want. Any
ads not running on or before the publication date you’ve posted will be permanently deleted from
the file. Always run a Marked Paper Report Prior to Posting. Make sure there is a recent backup.

This program will produce an Ad File Edit Listing of the items to be posted, and a Transaction
File Listing of the ads received. If there is a problem in posting, the two reports are compared to
locate the problem. 
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Transactions
Program allows you to enter new charges or correct charges after a paper has been published.
This is done to ensure all ads are billed and billed correctly.

Date- Date the transaction was for

RateCode- Rate code used for billing purposes.

# OfPubs- Number of Publication the transaction was run, hit enter if rate applicable in 1 pub only
that pub will default as 1 if rate in multiple pubs select the pubs desired with the R the
same as is done in AD entry screen

 Sell_Pub- The first ranked publication identifies if the multiple pubs are run.

SlsRep- Sales Rep associated with this transaction. This field is defaulted from the contract , if no
contract, then sales rep defaults from the master

Ad_I/O #- Source number, the ad tracking number or the ticket number
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 Descript- Default description from the rate file, may be overridden.

#_Days- Number of days transaction is to run for. As in ad entry let this default as 1. If a number is
placed here it will bill the transaction that number of times for the same date.

ModSize- Input modular size code if applicable. Modular size code will default width, height and
size.

Width- Column width of the ad. One decimal place.

Height- Height of the ad. Two decimal places.

Size- Total size of the transaction. Calculation of number of days, width and height.

PrePrnts- Insert number of preprints if applicable. Rate type must be defined as T for tabs.

EqvInchs- Insert equivalent inch credit for preprints to credit contract commitments

Price- Price of the transaction. Calculated from the rate code and the size. May be overridden, which
overrides the entire price, not the inch/line price.

Net_Rate- Allows rate used of the transaction to be overridden. This overrides the rate and charges
by the rate type (Inch, Flat, Line) allowing more flexibility without the need to create new
rate codes.

Dsc Type- Discount types. R- discounts the price of the transaction and gives full credit to a contract
fulfillment. L-discounts the price of the transaction, but also discounts the credit given to
the contract fulfillment.

Dcs %- Percentage of discount to be given. Allows up to a 100% discount with three decimal
points.

Contract- Defaults contract code from contract file: may be overridden.

Co_Op? Enter E to enter co-op information. Co-op will default if there are associated ones, or a
new co-op may be entered 

Edition- Allows insertion of a specific edition the transaction was run in if applicable

Class- Identifies the in-column classified classification this ad was run in.

Legal- This feature not yet functional. Enter N 
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Contract Information
Defaults the contract information of the first 4 contracts for the customer- Shows Contract Code,

Contract Commitment, Rate Code, Publication and Rate Price

Type- Identifies how the rate is charged by I-inches, L-lines, F- flat rate, T- tabs.

Rate- Price found in the rate file.

Co-Op Distribution Totals-
Will show the size, dollars and percentage of an ad that co-ops have been entered for.

 

To run transaction Listing go to task screen and chose L for list it will then prompt you for the date 
you desire and other variables
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Payments and Discounts
Program to input payment receipts and customer discounts into the system. 

Trans #- Transaction number. Will default to next transaction number when a new payment is
being added. To change or inquire about a payment you must know the transaction
number.

Publicat- Publication money will be tracked through. Will usually be Pub 1.

Trans Cd- Transaction code ( same as rate code) from the rate file to allow a payment to be entered.
Rate type must be P identifying payment, or D identifying a discount. Pay will default
from the Company Profile. If a non P or D type rate is inserted here the program will not
allow entry will give error message of Invalid Rate Type.

Date- Date of payment or discount
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Descrip- Description defaults from the rate file; may be overridden. This description prints on the
billing statement.

SlsRep- Sales Rep. defaults from master file, may be overridden.

Amount- Amount of the payment

Check #- Insert the actual check number received from the advertiser

ATC3691- Allows choice of where a payment is going to be applied to.
 T-this month
 C-current balance
3-over 30 balance
6-over 60 balance
9-over 90 balance
1-over 120 balance. 
5-over 150 balance
8-over 180 balance
Program automatically defaults to the 8- over 180 balance. 
When payment is applied it start in the period identified and apply it there and any
periods below that.

Credit Card Information
Box to insert credit card information if account is being paid by credit card. Insert card number,

date and authorization number, if necessary.

Balance Information is also show on the screen
      Balance- Total account balance
     Current- Current balance due- last month billings
     Over-30- Balance that is over 30 days due
     Over-60- Balance that is over 60 days due
     Over-90- Balance that is over 90 days due
     Over-120- Balance that is over 120 days due
     Over-150-  Balance that is over 150 days due
     Over-180-  Balance that is over 180 days due
     MTD-Sale-Month to date sales total
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Open Item Payments

Open Item Payments:
After the amount of payment is entered you then will be asked where to apply the money. The default is
O for oldest if you wish it to go to the oldest unpaid then hit enter. If you wish to select you enter Y then
either type in a specific date or the word UNBILLED. Unbilled will bring up those charges not yet billed
and you can apply payment to whichever one you desire.
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Users now have the ability to do a look up based on a check number. 

Place a C followed by a / in the account number field
Then insert the check number you wish to locate in the check # field
Press enter and if this check number is in the system it will find the account or accounts which it has
been used with. For multiple accounts scroll to find the desired account.
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Credit Adjustments/Discounts

Program allows entry of credit adjustments and or discounts to accounts. Rate codes used in this
program must be identified in the rate type as A or D type rates. . If an anything but an  A
or D type rate is inserted here the program will not allow entry will give error message of
Invalid Rate Type
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Debit Screen
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Mailgram Letter
Program provides ability to send informational documentation to selected accounts. Mailgrams

are up to 40 lines of text. They will print on normal letterhead or plain paper. They may
be used for over due notices, informational or marketing letters, and sent to whatever
customer base you select.

At the bottom of the screen are the substitution parameters you can use in your mailgram, along with any
free typing you wish to insert. Substitution allows for individual account information for a particular
field to be printed within the mailgram.

Available Fields-
     [City-State [Zip [Acct# [Last-TRX [YTD-Inch
     [Over-30 [Over-60 [Telephone [Name [0-Bal
     [MTD-$ [YTD-$ [Over-90 [Current
     [Balance [Last-Pay [MTD-Inch [Over-120
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Whole Paper Inches
Program for insertion of the publication’s whole paper inches for that publication date. Used to

calculate the whole paper percentage.
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Daily Balancing Report-
Report to be run on daily basis to assure your system is in balance. This is the same report
that can be found under the reports menu.

Open Items
Program shows all open unbilled items. It also shows total unapplied cash. Program does give the

ability to show all items instead of just open items.
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Detailed Account Status
Program provides a complete account status for current and prior period transactions.
Also provides current balance information.
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Detailed Account Status
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Screen divided into 3 columns on top. Column 1 provides advertiser name and address information.
Middle Column
Bal- Balance due
Obal- Opening balance for the current period
Curr- Balance due in current 
O30- Balance due over 30 days
O60- Balance due over 60 days
O90- Balance due over 90 days
O120- Balance due over 120 days
Third Column
Accnt Status- The credit status of the account. Shows their credit status i.e. BD 
Crd/Type/Limit- Shows the credit type and the account credit limit
Last P- Date last payment was made and the historical amount
Last T- Date last transaction was made
Strt- Start date of account
Type- Contract type and business type if any
S Rep- Sales Rep
Heading of CC ToDte Expires
CC- Contract code of up to the first two active contracts
ToDte- Amount of contract lineage run
Expires- Expiration date of the contract
Detailed Transaction Headings
Txr- Transaction number
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Date- Date of the transaction
Description- Shows if this was an ad placed, a payment, adjustment or credit
To/Check- Check number
Amount- Amount of the payment or cost of the ad
RCD- Rate Code
REP- Sales Rep
# of Pubs- Number of publications transaction is associated with
Size- Size of the ad
CLS #- Classified number if applicable
Rate- Rate charged for the transaction
% Disc- Discount percentage
Monthly and Yearly Total Records
Op_Balance- Opening balance for that period
Tot_Charge- Total charges for the period
Tot_Credit- Total credit issued the account
Tot_Size- Total size of the ad
#Chg- Number of charges
#Crd- Number of credit issued
Service_Cg- Service charge assessed the account
Agy_Dsc- Agency discount
Cl_Balance- Closing balance
Current- Current balance due
Over_30- Over 30 balance
Over_60- Over 60 balance due
Over_90- Over 90 balance due
Over_120- Over 120 balance due
Sls_Tax- Sales tax assessed for the account

On the bottom of the screen there are several options to choose.
More Account- M-to see more of this account status
View Other Address- V-to view bill to address

R-restart this account
Back 1 period- B-to go back one period in time in current account

E-end 
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Credit Call Back- 
Programs allows for the documentation and tracking of payment and collection efforts. I
Including tracking of future dates. Allows up to 99 lines of free form text to be entered.
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Gives option to select 2 dates when callbacks should be made and the amount of money hoped to be
received. A callback report based on a range of dates or a singular date that may be run to provide a
worksheet of accounts. After carefully receiving the callback list with monies received calls can then be
made to those accounts who had promised payments. When turning an account over to an outside
collection agency, or to  provide documentation in a legal matter a listing of the newspapers efforts can
be printed.

At the item prompt place a – or a _ (minus or underscore) to move the cursor back 10 lines.
Place  + or = (plus or equals) to move the cursor ahead 10 lines.
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Salesperson Call File
Program provides a call back file for sales calls. Report can be run for and event date,
such as a meeting or something else which needs to be followed up on.

Operator Code- User initials or sales code
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Includes advertiser name, address, including separate bill to address if applicable, telephone and their
balance history. Also shows business code, when the account was started and the salesperson on the
master. Contract information is also includes with the contract code, start and end dates of the  contracts.

1. Note Entry- select to add free text to the account

2. New Account- allows you to chose a different account
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99 lines of text space available per account. 

Date- Date of entry

CD- Code of entry type O-outgoing, I-incoming call, M-meeting, C-correspondence

Text- Area to insert free text

Event Date 1- Date when the action needs to take place

Event Date 2- Second date or follow up date

Purpose- Purpose of the call, or meeting

The report runs based on the event dates.
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Chapter Four

Reports Menu

Reports Menu Section- RR
This portion of the program allows for any of the reports to be run on an on demand basis. Any

reports run at mid-month do not affect the month end reports.
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Ad Layout Reports
Reports in this area use the ad/insertion order file for processing. Once ads are posted these

reports may no longer be run the posted dates.

Credit Limit Analysis Report
Report shows all advertisers running ads for a particular day that exceed their credit limit/status
and/or all advertisers that have over an over 60 day balance due that are running ads
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Ad Layout Manifest
A manifest or run sheet of ads appearing in the chosen publication. Allows 

sorting of the ads by several parameters. Allows choice of the publication, the date it will be
published, the edition and zone, and if you wish will also provide a credit limit report at the
same time.
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Ad Reference Report
Provides a next run/last run ad report to assist in finding ads to know when and where they must be run
next.
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Marked Paper Report
Report used to compare the ads which have been keyed in against what has actually been
published that day. This allows for corrections to be made in the ad file before transfer to
billing. Sorting options by publication, account name, specific account numbers, single or
multiple publication prices.
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Tear Sheet Report and Labels
 Report of the advertisers requesting daily or monthly tear sheets. Sorting by publication or
specific accounts. Allows for label only printing. Both can be chosen on a daily or monthly
basis.
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Weekly Report by Sales Rep.
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Summary report showing revenue, inches, ad and advertiser by the salesperson and the
publication. 
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Weekly Ad Summary by Newspaper
Summary report showing revenue, inches, ad count, by rate, classification and publication.
Gives listing of retail revenue, classified revenue, legal revenue, preprint revenue and other
revenue. Gives total revenue, total inches and total ad count.
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Projected Report
Flash report to provide management with estimated period revenue, by sales person or
publication.
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Billing Reports
Program provides reports in this section having to do with billing. These reports reflect ads

which have been posted over from the ad file to the transaction file.

Space Summary
Report summarizes charges/revenues by categories established in the space summary file and
referenced in the rate file. Report is for one or more days in a month or for the entire month, and
if the total paper inches have been entered gives a percentage breakdown of inches for each
category for the entire paper.
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Mailgrams or Labels
Allows printing of labels or mailgrams by choosing up to 6 fields to use for sorting parameters.
For example to sort accounts by name you choose appropriate field number then in parameters
you would insert from- A to ZZZZZZZ, or for a dollar amount from $.00 to $99999999.
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Daily Balancing Report 
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Reports out of balance accounts to help maintain system integrity. Report shows all accounts
where the balance in the master and a calculated balance do not equal. Gives total account
balance information, including charges, credits, and payments. Gives the calculated balance and
any difference between them. Then a total of all accounts, total current balances, any over 30-
60-90-120 balances, total charges and total credits. This report should be run daily. If there are
out of balance accounts, Stop and notify Vision Data Immediately. The system will provide a
message as a user logs in warning that the balance report has not been run if the last report was
run more than 3 days previous.
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01/08/1999  11:27:56                 A / R   D A I L Y   B A L A N C E               03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA                 PAGE 001
ACCT-#                           OPEN-BALANC C+30+60+90+     CHARGES NUM     CREDITS NUM     BALANCE  CALCULATED      DIFFERENCE F

    18 *** GRAND TOTALS ***         2487.15     2487.15     3900.97   30    2815.05   26    3573.07     3573.07            0.00     
                                                                                                           0.00            0.00     

                                                TOTALS FOR ALL ACCOUNTS BALANCED
                                                TOTAL BALANCE              3573.07 
                                                TOTAL CUR+30+60+90+120     2487.15 
                                                TOTAL CHARGES              3900.97      30
                                                TOTAL CREDITS              2815.05      26
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Immediate Billing
Allows bills to be printed at any time during the current period for any advertiser that has been
flagged as immediate bill. Will print on statement form, but will not print aged totals on the bill.
Prints transactions between and entered from-to range of dates. Immediate billing does not
effect month end statements.
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Top Advertisers Report
Report that ranks advertisers by month or year to date by inches or dollars. Report will also give
previous years data, if available in history. Reporting can be done by sales code, account
number or account type. 
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SalesRep Commission Report 
Report shows listing of inches, charges, payments, adjustments, and discounts posted to the
accounts in the current month by salesperson. Allows for a yes/no selection inclusion of
transactions, payments, adjustments, and discounts. Choice of combo publication line, print
dollar amount, price less agency discount and ending date.
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 Aging Report 
Aging reports can be done at any time, which are called mid month agings. A report can be done
for 1, all or selected accounts. Report shows account name, number, opening balance, charges,
payments, agency discounts, prompt pay discounts, service charges, balance due, current balance
and over 30-60-90-120. Gives a grand total of each category. Enables you to sort by account
name, number, yearly or monthly sales volume, account type, geographic area, credit collector,
business type, sales person and agency. Allows you to include all accounts, accounts with
monthly sales, yearly sales over 30-60-90-120, or those marked as bad debt.
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Sales Tax Report 
Report gives the amounts and the breakdown of sales tax.
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DATE: 05/99/00    TIME: 13:49:32             S A L E S   T A X   R E P O R T             VISION DATA EQUIPMENT              PAGE   1
FOR PERIOD: 10/31/98  (ALL DATES)             SORT BY: NAME (ALPHABETICAL)               INCLUDE: TAXABLE SALES                
                                                                                  TRANS             NET    TAXABLE    SALES         
ACCT#  NAME                CITY/STATE                ZIP      GA -----TAX ID----- DATE     TX#     AMOUNT   AMOUNT     TAX    TAX % 
000001 FLEET BANK OF ALBAN ALBANY                  122016789                      31/19/98  32      1.53      1.50       .03  2.0000
                                                                       TOTAL:                       1.53      1.50       .03        
000010 TAXABLE ACCOUNT                                                            31/19/98   1     51.50     50.00      1.50  3.0000
                                                                                  31/19/98   2     50.00     48.50      1.50  3.0000
                                                                                  31/19/98   3     51.50     50.00      1.50  3.0000
                                                                       TOTAL:                     153.00    148.50      4.50        
004013 TRIANGLE ELECTRONIC BURR RIDGE              60521      21                  02/19/98  24     88.00     80.00      8.00 10.0000
                                                                                  02/19/98  25     29.70     27.00      2.70 10.0000
                                                                                  09/19/98  26     39.60     36.00      3.60 10.0000
                                                                       TOTAL:                     157.30    143.00     14.30        

                                                                 GRAND TOTAL:                     311.83    293.00     18.83        
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Flat Rated Transaction Report
Report shows a record from the transaction file of any transaction which have had net rate used,
have had a discount applied or have had the total price of an ad overridden.
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Weekly Sales Transaction by Sales Rep.
Report shows by salesperson the weekly dollar sales, number of accounts and a percentage total.
It will show up to 5 weeks. A sales goal can be entered for comparison. Allows you to print 1
salesperson per page or all of them together.
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Contract Reports
Programs provide reports based on contract file.

Expiring Contract List
Listing of contracts expiring within a specific period of time by account or salesperson order.
Gives account name, address, phone, contact, expiration date, commitment, commitment left to
use, commitment to date dollars, the sale rep, publication and average rate. Report should be run
in advance of contracts expiring, to allow opportunity for advertisers to resign.
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01/08/99 11:23:53                     AR CONTRACTS EXPIRING 01/01/1999 - 10/31/1999      03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA             PAGE   1
1   JOSEPH SMITHE            
ACCT-# NAME                TELEPHONE    CONTACT         CD REP EXP-DATE I #I U LV COMITNT     CTD  UNUSED  CTD-$ RCD  PUB AVG-RAT
000001 AMOS AUTOMOTIVE     123-456-7890 JOE SMITH       DV 1   10/19/99 A  1 D  1    2000     322   1678     322 ROP   1   0.999
01/08/99 11:23:53                     AR CONTRACTS EXPIRING 01/01/1999 - 10/31/1999      03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA             PAGE   2
2   SAM SHEPARD              
ACCT-# NAME                TELEPHONE    CONTACT         CD REP EXP-DATE I #I U LV COMITNT     CTD  UNUSED  CTD-$ RCD  PUB AVG-RAT
000002 ACE HARDWARE        123-454-5678 SALLY JEROME    MC 2   10/19/99 M  1 I  1      30      21      9     174 ROP   1   8.300
000003 BASS FURNITURE      123-588-0948 KAREN JONES     DV 2   10/19/99 A  1 D  1    1000      80    920      80 NAT   1   1.005
000009 HALLOWAY CARDS      237-889-8740 DORIE SITHER    DV 2   10/19/99 A  1 D  1    3000      72   2928      72 ROP   1   0.993
01/08/99 11:23:53                     AR CONTRACTS EXPIRING 01/01/1999 - 10/31/1999      03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA             PAGE   3
3   KIMBERLY HANDLEY         
ACCT-# NAME                TELEPHONE    CONTACT         CD REP EXP-DATE I #I U LV COMITNT     CTD  UNUSED  CTD-$ RCD  PUB AVG-RAT
000004 BALL'S BASKETBALL   235-994-8099 DAVE KOIN       DV 3   10/19/99 A  1 D  1    1000      80    920      80 ROP   1   1.000
000010 KENTUCKY FRIED CHIC 123-085-8599 JASON DOESSNE   DV 3   10/19/99 A  1 P  1       6     269    263-    269 TAB   1   1.000
000006 LANE'S DISCOUNT     012-365-6677 ALLY LANE       DV 3   10/19/99 A  1 P  1       6     619    613-    619 TAB   1   1.000
000013 THE BOOK STORE      235-495-8948 KIM PARKER      DV 3   10/19/99 A  1 D  1    4000     252   3748     252 ROP   1   1.001
01/08/99 11:23:53                     AR CONTRACTS EXPIRING 01/01/1999 - 10/31/1999      03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA             PAGE   4
4   LARRY HAINES             
ACCT-# NAME                TELEPHONE    CONTACT         CD REP EXP-DATE I #I U LV COMITNT     CTD  UNUSED  CTD-$ RCD  PUB AVG-RAT
000005 DANE'S AUTOMOTIVE   123-477-9859 CARRIE DANE     MC 4   10/19/99 M 12 I 12     360       0    360       0 ROP   1   0.000
000008 GALLO CHIROPRACTIC  123-566-6986 TERRY GALLO     MC 4   10/19/99 M 12 I 12     540      53    487     427 ROP   1   8.050
000007 JAMESWAY STORES     235-676-7568 BILL BENJAMIN   DV 4   10/19/99 A  1 P  1      26     580    554-    580 TAB   1   0.999
01/08/99 11:23:53                     AR CONTRACTS EXPIRING 01/01/1999 - 10/31/1999      03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA             PAGE   5
5   JOHN WAGER               
ACCT-# NAME                TELEPHONE    CONTACT         CD REP EXP-DATE I #I U LV COMITNT     CTD  UNUSED  CTD-$ RCD  PUB AVG-RAT
000014 HALL'S PHARMACY     012-343-5665 MARK HALL       DV 5   10/19/99 A  1 D  1    3000     199   2801     199 ROP   1   0.998
000012 LIMESTONE QUARRY    001-320-8980 JIM DONER       DV 5   10/19/99 A  1 I  1       0      12     12-    121 NAT   1  10.050
000015 MOORE PAINTS        123-878-9789 JIM JONES       MC 5   10/19/99 M 12 I 12     540      18    522     145 ROP   1   8.050
000011 SS SCUBA            239-879-0709 LIZ CARLIN      DV 5   10/19/99 A  1 I  1    1000       0   1000       0 ROP   1   0.00
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Contract Analysis
Report provides current contract details. Shows account name, number, salesperson,
commitment amount, start date of the contract, and the expiration date of the contract. Gives
month to date gives number of ads, amount of inches/lines and dollars. Shows under contract to
date number of ads, inches/lines, and dollar amount percentage used and unused and the number
of days left in the contract.
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Contract Analysis History Report
Report shows the month and year to contact date with a comparison to the previous year. Shows
contract commitment, amount used month and year to date with a balance of used total. This is
compared to the prior years’ month and year to date figures. A percentage difference for the
current and prior totals is given. Shows a 12-month layout by lines, dollars and ads for each
month.
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History Reports
System provides historical reports on demand. Some reports show up to a 2-year period.

Prior Months Statements
 Allows statement reprinting of prior month, providing data is available.
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Category Analysis Report
Report shows a comparison of the current years actual sales with the previous years sales for
each account by space summary categories. Sorting by salesperson, account name, account type
or current month dollars. Provides current month and previous year month in dollars and inches
and shows the difference in a variance column for both. Also provides the current year and
previous year to date to date in dollars and inches, again with a variance total for both. 
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Sales Analysis Report
Report of sales per advertiser for 24 months from the requested period. Sorting by salesperson,
account name or account type. Compares 2 years of monthly sales by inches and giving the
variance between them. Provides the 12-month totals of both years and again gives the variance
between them. Show salesperson’s totals for each of the months for each year with the variance
between the 2 years. Budget numbers for the salesperson are included. Finally provides the
monthly totals for each year in dollar amounts with the variance comparison of the years. Used
for trend analysis for the salespeople.
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History Rate Analysis  
         This report will compare two selected periods of time. Information for sales by a rate code,
identifying those that are rated by the system, those ads where the price is discounted, and those ads
where the price was overridden. Information will be the total size, dollars, and number 
of ad's. Additional level reporting is available to the advertiser level within the rate code.
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Combination Rate Analysis
Report generated for a selected period of time showing number of accounts, dollars and lineage
for ads running in a combination of publications. (Traditionally used for papers that have a large
amount of publications that allow combination buys in any of the pubs)
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01/08/99 11:23:53                     COMBINATION RATE ANALYSIS REPORT PAGE   1
   FOR PERIOD 09/98- 11/98

 PUBLICATIONS RUN    AD COUNT SALES $ LINAGE
-------------   ------- ------ -----
2 3 4 5 6 7 8   5 2,414.97 48.00

3 4 6 8 9  45 7,567.87      445.00
1 2 4 5 6 7 9   1          130.10 10.00
2 4 5 6 7 9  47            8,856.67      356.50

*** TOTAL ***       5869       53,994.67     7,837.50
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Dormant Account Report
Report to show any customers who have not advertised for the selected period of time. Useful to
determine seasonal advertisers or to clean up client database of masters who haven’t been
active.
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Winners/Losers Report
Report provides the account dollar amount gain or loss for the current month 
or current year to date as compared to the previous year’s results. Allows for selection of either
a winners or losers report. Enables you to insert the dollar amount you wish to examine and sort
the accounts by. Choose either a year to date gain/loss or month to date gain/loss. Sorting by
geographic area/salesperson or the dollar amount. Insert number of account you wish to list per
salesperson along with the accounts you wish to start and end with. Gives salesperson and
geographic totals for the month and year.
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Resolicitation Report  
Report to list by Publication, selected Date, Edition and Salesperson who ran and what ad
they ran for the parameters selected. This allows a historical record for comparison and to
resell  the advertiser based on past sale.
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Chapter Five

Month End Menu

Month End Report Menu  ME
Provides a single menu where programs from other menus are drawn together for ease in

closing the month.
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Balancing Items

Transaction File Listing
Report shows all current transactions as the default setting and should be used for the
month end procedure, but may also choose transactions for 1 day or the prior period.
Report shows account by name and number providing the transaction numbers, date run,
description of the ad, type of the ad, what the inches/lineage was, total of inches/lineage,
gross price, net price, % of discounts, and the rate used. It then gives the grand totals, net
price, total of inches/lines in all pubs along with the number and total of any deleted ads.
(Total charges are matched with the Aging Update and Report).
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01/13/99 10:20:50                    AR T R A N S A C T I O N   L I S T I N G     03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA                    PAGE    1
PUB: ALL DATE: 02/10/1999                                                            SORTED BY: ACCOUNT NAME   LAST POST 01/15 11:25
 ACCT-# NAME                 TRX  DATE DESCRIPTION        IO-#      COL HEIGHT T      SIZE      PRICE       RATE RCD CC REP   %DSC M
                                                          ED CLASS                PUB-SIZE      GROSS                DY      INSERTS
 000002 ACE HARDWARE         001 01/08 LOCAL OPEN RETAIL            5.0   3.00 I     15.00       0.00            ROP MC 2           
        CWJ                                                                                                                         
                             002 01/15 LOCAL OPEN RETAIL            3.0   3.00 I      9.00       0.00            ROP MC 2           
        CWJ                                                                                                                         
                             003 01/15 LOCAL OPEN RETAIL            5.0   3.00 I     15.00       0.00            ROP MC 2           
        CWJ                                                                                                                         
                             ***     3 TOTAL ACE HARDWARE                      I     39.00                                          
                                     3                                         I     39.00                                          
                             ------------------------------------------------------------------------
 000003 BASS FURNITURE       001 01/08 NATIONAL RATE                3.0   3.00 I      9.00      96.75 *   10.050 NAT DV 2           
        CWJ                                                                                                                         
                             002 01/15 NATIONAL RATE                3.0   3.00 I      9.00      96.75 *   10.050 NAT DV 2           
        CWJ                                                                                                                         
                             ***     2 TOTAL BASS FURNITURE                    I     18.00     193.50                               
                                     2                                         I     18.00     193.50                               
                             ------------------------------------------------------------------------
 000004 BALL'S BASKETBALL    001 01/08 LOCAL OPEN RETAIL                       I                 0.00      8.500 ROP DV 3           
        CWJ                                                                                                                         
                             002 01/15 LOCAL OPEN RETAIL                       I                 0.00      8.500 ROP DV 3           
        CWJ                                                                                                                         
                             ***     2 TOTAL BALL'S BASKETBALL                 I                                                    
                                     2                                         I                                                    
                            ------------------------------------------------------------------------
 000006 LANE'S DISCOUNT      001 01/08 PREPRINTS                               T               150.00 *   30.000 TAB DV 3           
        CWJ                                                                                                                     5789
                             002 01/15 PREPRINTS                               T               350.00 *   30.000 TAB DV 3           
        CWJ                                                                                                                    10247
                             ***     2 TOTAL LANE'S DISCOUNT                   I               500.00                               
                                     2                                         I               500.00                          16036
                             ------------------------------------------------------------------------
 000007 JAMESWAY STORES      001 01/08 PREPRINTS                               T               250.00 *   30.000 TAB DV 4           
        CWJ                                                                                                                     8945
                             002 01/15 PREPRINTS                               T               250.00 *   30.000 TAB DV 4           
        CWJ                                                                                                                     8945
                             ***     2 TOTAL JAMESWAY STORES                   I               500.00                               
                                     2                                         I               500.00                          17890
                             ------------------------------------------------------------------------
**TOTALS**02/10/1999        27 TOTAL SIZE/PRICE                        I    181.00    2730.25                               
                                    27 TOTAL SIZE ALL PUB                      I    181.00                                          
                                    25 TOTAL INCHES                            I    181.00    2530.25                               
                                       TOTAL INCHES/ALL P                      I    181.00            
                             2 TOTAL FLAT CHARGES                      F      0.00     200.00
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                      Payment File Listing
Report run for transactions for 1 day only, the default, or for all transactions for the
current period. Provides all pubs, payments, discounts and adjustments sorted by account
name. Report shows account name and number, transaction number, code, publication,
date, description, payment, discount and adjustments with the totals given for all. 
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01/13/99 10:33:26                   AR P A Y M E N T    L I S T I N G                   03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA               PAGE   1
PUB: ALL DATE: ALL                  CURRENT PERIOD PAYMENTS   02/1999                      SORTED BY: ACCOUNT NAME           
                                                                                            INCL       INCL       INCL
ACCT # NAME                TR# PAY DATE DESCRIPTION        CHECK     REP RCD  PUB  CAT   PAYMENT   DISCOUNT ADJUSTMENT  S A USERID  
         CC CARD NUMBER                 CARD-EXP CARD-AUTHORIZATN   
000002 ACE HARDWARE          1 02/10/99 PAYMENT            567       2   PAY    1   70     50.00                        A 1 LORRIE  
000001 AMOS AUTOMOTIVE       1 02/10/99 CREDIT ADJUSTMENT            1   ADJ    1   89                           50.00  A 1 LORRIE  
000017 BEN'S BEANIE BABIES   1 02/10/99 PAYMENT            45674     5   PAY    1   70     50.00                        A 1 LORRIE  
000018 BILL'S KNIVES         1 02/10/99 CREDIT ADJUSTMENT            4   ADJ    1   89                          100.00  A 1 LORRIE  
000008 GALLO CHIROPRACTIC    1 02/10/99 PAYMENT            4576      4   PAY    1   70    200.00                        A 1 LORRIE  
000014 HALL'S PHARMACY       1 02/10/99 CREDIT ADJUSTMENT            5   ADJ    1   89                           75.00  A 1 LORRIE  
000009 HALLOWAY CARDS        1 02/10/99 PAYMENT            8645      2   PAY    1   70     50.00                        A 1 LORRIE  
000010 KENTUCKY FRIED CHIC   1 02/10/99 PAYMENT            35763     3   PAY    1   70    500.00                        A 1 LORRIE  
000006 LANE'S DISCOUNT       1 02/10/99 PAYMENT            5798      3   PAY    1   70    100.00                        A 1 LORRIE  
                             2 02/10/99 CREDIT ADJUSTMENT            3   ADJ    1   89                           20.00  A 1 LORRIE  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
000006             TOTAL     2                 120.00                                     100.00                 20.00              
000012 LIMESTONE QUARRY      1 02/10/99 PAYMENT            3666      5   PAY    1   70     25.00                        A 1 LORRIE  
000019 SAM'S AUTOMOTIVE      1 02/10/99 PAYMENT            316       4   PAY    1   70    100.00                        A 1 LORRIE  
                             2 02/10/99 CREDIT ADJUSTMENT            4   ADJ    1   89                           50.00  A 1 LORRIE  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
000019             TOTAL     2                 150.00                                     100.00                 50.00              

       ** GRAND TOTALS *    13                1370.00                                    1075.00       0.00     295.00           
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Space Summary Report
Report summarizes charges/revenues by categories established in the space summary file
and referenced in the rate file. Report is for 1 or more days with in the month or for the
entire month, which would be used for the month end.
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01/13/99 10:35:37              S P A C E   S U M M A R Y  /  R E C E I P T S   J O U R N A L  03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA        PAGE 001
PUB 0001 COLD WEATHERJOURNAL                          02/10/1999  -  02/10/1999                  LAST POST 01/15/99
                                                                                         -GENERAL  LEDGER-
T CATG DESCRIPTION        INCHES  CONVERT 6     DOLLARS                           WHOL%  REVENUE#   ASSET#   #TRX   #ADV AVERAGE 

2 0070 PAYMENT                                  1075.00                                                         8      8         
2 0089 ADJUSTMENT                                295.00                                                         5      5         
       TOTAL CHARGES                                .00                                                         0      0    .000 
       TOTAL CREDITS                            1370.00                                                        13     13         
01/13/99 10:35:37              S P A C E   S U M M A R Y  /  R E C E I P T S   J O U R N A L  03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA        PAGE 002
PUB  ALL GRAND TOTALS                                 02/10/1999  -  02/10/1999                  LAST POST 01/15/99
                                                                                         -GENERAL  LEDGER-
T CATG DESCRIPTION        INCHES  CONVERT 6     DOLLARS                           WHOL%  REVENUE#   ASSET#   #TRX   #ADV AVERAGE 
2 0070 PAYMENT                                  1075.00                                                         8      8         
2 0089 ADJUSTMENT                                295.00                                                         5      5         
       TOTAL CHARGES                                .00                                                         0      0    .000 
       TOTAL CREDITS                            1370.00                                                        13     13         
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Daily Balancing Report
This report must be run at the end of each month. It will report any out of balance
accounts. Reports provides the account name and number, current balance, over 30-60-
90-120, open balance, total charges, total payments, balance, calculated balance and any
difference between them. Then report provides totals for all accounts giving total balance,
total current, over 30-60-90-120, total charges and total credits.
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01/13/1999  10:33:35                 A / R   D A I L Y   B A L A N C E               03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA                 PAGE 001
ACCT-#                           OPEN-BALANC C+30+60+90+     CHARGES NUM     CREDITS NUM     BALANCE  CALCULATED      DIFFERENCE F
000018 BILL'S KNIVES                   0.00        0.00        0.00          100.00    1     100.00      100.00-         200.00  1  
    21 *** GRAND TOTALS ***         3913.07     3913.07     2730.25   27    1370.00   13    5473.32     5273.32          200.00     
                                                                                                           0.00            0.00     
01/13/1999  10:33:35                 A / R   D A I L Y   B A L A N C E               03 LORRIE'S TEST DATA                 PAGE 002
                                                TOTALS FOR ALL ACCOUNTS BALANCED
                                                TOTAL BALANCE              5473.32 
                                                TOTAL CUR+30+60+90+120     3913.07 
                                                TOTAL CHARGES              2730.25      27
                                                TOTAL CREDITS              1370.00      13
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Updating Items

Perform Monthly A/R Backup
Program will ask if this procedure has been done. Do not proceed until it has been.
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Aging Update & Report
Month end aging must be done. May be done by account name or number. Report
provides account name and number, opening balance, charges, payments, agency
discount, prompt pay discounts, service charges, balance due, current balances, over 30-
60-90-120 with the grand totals of each category. Note that only 2 options for sorting are
available, all accounts are included.
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DATE: 01/13/99    TIME: 10:39:24       A / R   A G I N G    ME AGING                      LORRIE'S TEST DATA                PAGE 001
END-OF-MONTH UPDATED AGING     SORT BY:  2  INCLUDE OPTION:  1

ACCT-# SL ADVERTISR NAME   OPEN-BAL   CHARGES  PAYMENTS AGC-DSC SRV-CH BALNC-DUE    CURRENT   OVER-30   OVER-60   OVER-90  OVER-120 
000002 2  ACE HARDWARE       174.30       .00     50.00     .00    .00    124.30        .00    124.30       .00       .00       .00 
000001 1  AMOS AUTOMOTIVE    321.75       .00     50.00     .00    .00    271.75        .00    271.75       .00       .00       .00 
000004 3  BALL'S BASKETBA     80.00       .00       .00     .00    .00     80.00        .00     80.00       .00       .00       .00 
000003 2  BASS FURNITURE     145.50-   193.50       .00     .00    .00     48.00      48.00       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000017 5  BEN'S BEANIE BA    131.00       .00     50.00     .00    .00     81.00        .00     81.00       .00       .00       .00 
000018*4  BILL'S KNIVES         .00       .00    100.00     .00    .00    100.00-    100.00-      .00       .00       .00       .00 
                                                                          100.00                                                    
000020 3  CLAIRE'S HAIR       40.00       .00       .00     .00    .00     40.00        .00       .00       .00     40.00       .00 
000005 4  DANE'S AUTOMOTI     50.00-      .00       .00     .00    .00     50.00-     50.00-      .00       .00       .00       .00 
000008 4  GALLO CHIROPRAC    526.65    256.00    200.00     .00    .00    582.65     256.00    326.65       .00       .00       .00 
000014 5  HALL'S PHARMACY    198.75       .00     75.00     .00    .00    123.75        .00    123.75       .00       .00       .00 
000009 2  HALLOWAY CARDS      21.55     69.75     50.00     .00    .00     41.30      41.30       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000007 4  JAMESWAY STORES    379.60    500.00       .00     .00    .00    879.60     500.00    379.60       .00       .00       .00 
000016 4  KELLI ANN HAIRS    137.00     81.00       .00     .00    .00    218.00      81.00     81.00       .00       .00     56.00 
000010 3  KENTUCKY FRIED     269.01    600.00    500.00     .00    .00    369.01     369.01       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000006 3  LANE'S DISCOUNT    819.01    500.00    120.00     .00    .00   1199.01     500.00    619.01     80.00       .00       .00 
000012 5  LIMESTONE QUARR     95.60       .00     25.00     .00    .00     70.60        .00     70.60       .00       .00       .00 
000015 5  MOORE PAINTS       344.90    250.00       .00     .00    .00    594.90     250.00    244.90    100.00       .00       .00 
000019 4  SAM'S AUTOMOTIV    300.00       .00    150.00     .00    .00    150.00        .00       .00       .00    150.00       .00 
000011 5  SS SCUBA            20.00       .00       .00     .00    .00     20.00        .00       .00     20.00       .00       .00 
000013 3  THE BOOK STORE     249.45    280.00       .00     .00    .00    529.45     280.00    249.45       .00       .00       .00 
* GRAND  *     20 ACCTS    3,913.07            1,370.00            .00             2,175.31              200.00               56.00 
** TOTALS **                         2,730.25               .00         5,273.32             2,652.01              190.00 
PROMPT PAY DSCO                                             .00                                                           
TOTAL TAX                                 .00                                                                             
         **** WARNING **** ACCOUNTS OUT OF BALANCE PRINTED ON THIS AGING                                                            
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Statements
Program area to provide monthly statements

Statements- Prints out the monthly billing statement to send to advertisers.
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Other Reports-
Program allows ability to run other reports that might be need for a month end close in

this area rather than going to the reports menu. Once processing has been started,
user should not leave this menu to run reports.

Other Aging Reports
Provides ability to run other aging reports based on desired selection of parameters.
Sorting by account, yearly sales volume, monthly sales volume, business type, account
type, geographic area, salesperson, agency or credit collector code. Then ability to run
report based on to include only, all accounts, accounts with monthly sales, accounts with
yearly sales, over 30-60-90-120, or bad debt. Ability to choose specific account numbers,
non-active zero accounts, bad debt accounts and payments/adjustments/discounts to be
included. 
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DATE: 01/08/99    TIME: 11:29:09       A / R   A G I N G    OTHER AGING                   LORRIE'S TEST DATA                PAGE 001
MONTH-END AGING REPORT      SORT BY:  2  INCLUDE OPTION:  1
ACCT-# SL ADVERTISR NAME   OPEN-BAL   CHARGES  PAYMENTS AGC-DSC SRV-CH BALNC-DUE    CURRENT   OVER-30   OVER-60   OVER-90  OVER-120 
000002 2  ACE HARDWARE          .00    274.30    100.00     .00    .00    174.30     174.30       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000001 1  AMOS AUTOMOTIVE      1.25    321.75      1.25     .00    .00    321.75     321.75       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000004 3  BALL'S BASKETBA       .00     80.00       .00     .00    .00     80.00      80.00       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000003 2  BASS FURNITURE     300.90     80.40    526.80     .00    .00    145.50-    145.50-      .00       .00       .00       .00 
000017 5  BEN'S BEANIE BA    400.00     81.00    350.00     .00    .00    131.00      81.00     50.00       .00       .00       .00 
000005 4  DANE'S AUTOMOTI     55.50       .00    105.50     .00    .00     50.00-     50.00-      .00       .00       .00       .00 
000008 4  GALLO CHIROPRAC    100.00    526.65    100.00     .00    .00    526.65     526.65       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000014 5  HALL'S PHARMACY       .00    198.75       .00     .00    .00    198.75     198.75       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000009 2  HALLOWAY CARDS      75.00     71.55    125.00     .00    .00     21.55      21.55       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000007 4  JAMESWAY STORES       .00    579.60    200.00     .00    .00    379.60     379.60       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000016 4  KELLI ANN HAIRS     56.00     81.00       .00     .00    .00    137.00      81.00       .00       .00       .00     56.00 
000010 3  KENTUCKY FRIED        .00    269.01       .00     .00    .00    269.01     269.01       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000006 3  LANE'S DISCOUNT    900.50    619.01    700.50     .00    .00    819.01     619.01    100.00    100.00       .00       .00 
000012 5  LIMESTONE QUARR     59.00    120.60     84.00     .00    .00     95.60      95.60       .00       .00       .00       .00 
000015 5  MOORE PAINTS       399.00    244.90    299.00     .00    .00    344.90     244.90    100.00       .00       .00       .00 
000011 5  SS SCUBA            50.00       .00     30.00     .00    .00     20.00        .00     20.00       .00       .00       .00 
000013 3  THE BOOK STORE      90.00    352.45    193.00     .00    .00    249.45     249.45       .00       .00       .00       .00 
* GRAND  *     17 ACCTS    2,487.15            2,815.05            .00             3,147.07              100.00               56.00 
** TOTALS **                         3,900.97               .00         3,573.07               270.00                 .00 
PROMPT PAY DSCO                                             .00                                                           
TOTAL TAX                                 .00                                                                             
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G/L Update & Report
Generates data file used to update Vision Data’s General Ledger system along with a
report of the transactions.
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Sales Commission Report
These reports are the same reports as in the Reports Menu (RR) functions. Provided here
to again prevent unnecessary movement out of the Month End Menu.
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Contract Performance
These reports are the same reports as in the Reports Menu (RR) functions. Provided here
to again prevent unnecessary movement out of the Month End Menu.
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Contract Analysis
These reports are the same reports as in the Reports Menu (RR) functions. Provided here
to again prevent unnecessary movement out of the Month End Menu.
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Top Advertiser
These reports are the same reports as in the Reports Menu (RR) functions. Provided here
to again prevent movement out of the Month End Menu.
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Closing Items
Program area to fully close out the month.

Month End Close
Provides closure for the month and forwards information to next month. 
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Daily Balancing Report
Report provides the account name and number, current balance, over 30-60-90-120, open
balance, total charges, total payments, calc. balance, and any difference. It then gives the
totals for all accounts, total balance, total current balance, over 30-60-90-120, total
charges and total credits.
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Chapter Six

Daily Procedures Checklist

Daily Procedures Checklist

_____ Enter new and edit current advertisers as needed
_____ Enter ads into Ad File Maintenance
_____ Run an Ad Edit Listing to check ads just entered
_____ Run over Credit Limit Report
_____ Run Ad Manifest Report for the day being set up
_____ Enter last minute ads
_____ Run Marked Paper Report-check with paper make changes if needed
_____ Run Tear Sheet and Labels
_____ Run Post Ad to Billing (program will automatically print an Ad Summary Listing

and a Transaction Edit Listing)
_____ Make any final changes in the Transaction File Manager
_____ Enter all payments, discounts, and adjustments for the day just posted
_____ Run Payment Edit Listing and compare with deposit slips, discounts and

adjustments
_____ Run Daily Space Summary Report
_____ Check totals at the bottom of Space Summary with the Transaction Edit Listing to

be sure they match (total credit on Space Summary should match total payments
and match the Edit Listing)

_____ Run Immediate Billing
_____ Run Daily Balancing Report to be sure accounts are all in balance ** If there are

out of balance accounts STOP and call Vision Data Immediately**
_____ May run other reports such as Sales Commission, Contract, Top Advertiser ect.

Accounts Receivable Immediate Billing may be run at anytime during the month, however the
account must have been flagged in the Master File as an immediate bill for it to print as such.
Immediate billing has no effect on month end statements.
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Month End Checklist

Month End Checklist

_____ Daily Balancing Report
_____ Accounts Receivable Monthly Back-up
_____ Accounts Receivable Updated Aging
_____ Opening balance on Aging is equal to last months closing balance on Aging
_____ Aging should balance from right to middle to current +30-60-90-120-150-180
_____ Full Monthly Transaction File Listing (all transactions on file)
_____ Total Charges on Aging equal total charges on Transaction Edit Listing
_____ Full Monthly Payment Listing (all transaction)
_____ Total payments on Aging equal Total Payment Discounts and Adjustments on the

Payment File Listing
_____ Daily Balancing Report ***Remember do after the Aging***
_____ Total charges on Daily Balancing Report equal Payment Edit Listing
_____ Total credits on Daily Balancing Report equal Payment Edit List
_____ Full month Space Summary Report
_____ Total credits on Space Summary equal total charges on Transaction Edit Listing
_____ Statements
_____ Other Agings
_____ General Ledger Update and Report (if using Vision Data’s G/L interface)
_____ Sales Commission Report
_____ Contract Analysis Report
_____ Monthly Contract Report
_____ Other reports
_____ History purge (if additional space is needed)
_____ Month End Update and History create (check files to be sure month end updated and

check history for same accounts and that all transactions were stored)
_____ Run a Transaction Edit Listing and Payment Listing to be sure totals are 0
_____ Check totals on Master File to Month End Aging Current-30-60-90-120-150-180 all

should equal
_____ Check Daily Balancing Report against Month End Aging
_____ Reorganize files if needed
_____ Delete inactive or unnecessary master accounts before starting new month
_____ If this is also your Year End be sure to run all the Year End Reports
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Chapter Seven

General Information

Shortcut Keys

[M- Brings you directly to the master file
[N- Brings you directly to the credit call back file
[C- Brings you directly to the contract file
[A- Brings you directly to the ad file
[T- Brings you directly to the transaction file
[P- Brings you directly to the payment file
[D- Brings you directly to the discount/adjustment file
[H- Brings you directly to the history file
[R- Brings you directly to the rate file

In many of the programs if the user is unsure as to what the field is asking for a help line will be
given if a ? is placed in that field. 

In the Master Account program F8 may be used to list the options available for that field.
However the F8 key may not be available on all systems. This is a computer/keyboard option. If
F8 doesn’t work it is not a programming problem, but a function issue with the users system or
keyboard.

To end out of programs:
In the majority of all programs and fields if the user is able to type in t he 3 characters END it
will immediately take them out of that program without saving.
To exit a programs look at the options listed to quit the program. For example some programs
use E and some use Q.
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Maintenance programs will allow the user several options in accessing the data.

Use Option:
A: to place additional records in a file
C; to modify records
I: to view records
D: to remove records
L: to access the reports options from this file
X: to transfer records. This option only available in ad /insertion entry, or contract

maintenance.
M: modify- allows change and adding of records.
?:    to view current records in file
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Once the month end aging has been run, if a user attempts to access transaction, payment or
credit maintenance, they will receive a warning message.
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